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Abstract 
Thin study investigated the effects of listening 
instruction a13 a method of improving listening 
comprehenr:;ion skilli:1 of first grade students" 
It also examined the relationship between student's 
listening comprehension and readlng compreherisiont 
viewing the differences between these areas when 
students were grouped by sex. 
The subjects consisted of 16 first grade students, 
7 ff;ma1es and 9 males., To determine the listening 
comprehension level of each student, the Jt.11..§1~. 
Read1gg__ Inven:!.9.r_y Form A was admlnistered ~ The students 
then received listening instruction in both general and 
critical listening skills for a period of eigh~ months~ 
Following the instructional period, Form C of the 
.£ula~..Y.112~.~.fl~ .. IE_v,eptory: was given to determine 
growth in liotening comprehension~ Reading comprehenslon 
scores Wire obtained from the Stanford Achievement Test~ 
----·-""'-"-·~ -·"'" 
A correlated t test was used to determine the 
eignificant differences in the listening comprehension 
seores. Scores f'1-·om the post.listening comprehensHm test 
t;nd thf. reading comp?:'ehension test were analyzed. to 
determine correlation coefficients. Data indicated that 
listening instruction did significantly improve listening 
comprehension score~. No significant relationship was 
found between the poetlistening comprehension acores 
and the reading co:mprehension scores~ There were no 
significant differences reported between the sexes in 
listening er reading comprehension. The findings 
suggcet that listening instruction doer; significantly 
help to increase 11:-..'3tening comprehension., 
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Chapter I 
Statement of the })J::-oblem 
Listening is a skill essential to learning. It 
is not a sk:Li.l which children acquire :naturally as they 
grow and develop. The commonl~.r accepted fact that 
children become good listeners, as they mature, is 
gradually changing in today 1 s education. Today, 
more than ever, there is a greater need for the 
develO'pment of listen1ng ski.lls ( Commission of the 
English Curriculum 1956). 
li'or young children, l:i..steniug plays an important 
part in clas8room learning~ Estimates indicate that 
elementary school children spend 57.5 percent of their 
class time listening (Wilt, 1950)~ Listening for these 
children is their only means of receiving information 
expressed. i.n J.anguage ~ 
Although in most classrooms children spend more 
time listening than they do speaking, wr.Jtingf or 
readingt few schools have developed programs which 
adequately develop listening skills (Anderson, 1954). 
In most schools listening as a skill is often 
neglected (Landryt 1968). 
Research clearly indicates the need for specific 
l 
a ,•. t · t ' ' tb d .. t f J ' ' ' 1 .. , 1 l, ,en ... .:i.on ·c;o ·· .o eveJ.opmen o. .1s·l;cn.:..ng s.n .. L .s 
(Kramer and Lewis, 195li Rankin, 1926; Wilt, 1950). 
As an important communication skill of young children 
and· as a tool of learning in the classroom, research 
has demonstrated the need for the recoenition of 
listening skills. To provide the best learning 
experience for young children, it is essential that 
listening be addressed a0 an important skill in the 
elementary school curriculum~ 
Purnose 
-·-'-~ 
Tbo purpost: of this study was to investigate the 
effects qf listerd.ng instruction as a method of 
improving lii:itening_comprehension skills of first 
grade students .. 
Thls ntudy sought to cletcn.·mine whether instruction 
in li~tening skills can provide better learrting 
experiences :for first graders by improving their 
listening abilitieo. The study also investigated the 
relationship of reading comprehension to listening 
comprehension~ 
Arnswers to .these questions we:i:.~r1 sought: 
L, Can instruction in listening c:omprchension 
i~prove the listening level of first grade students 
2. Is there a relationship between listening 
comprehension and read.ing comprehension for first 
grad.e students? 
3~ Among first grade students: 
a. Is there a difference between listening 
comprehension and :tead:i.ng comprehension 
for. boys? 
b~ Is there a difference between listening 
comprehension and reading comprehension 
for g:i.rls? 
B~ .£..<LJ: o :i:__:!;..h e s ·~x 
Rese~rch has focuserl on listening for the past 
fifty years. Today, using the results of these past 
studies, researchers and teachers are more aware of 
the influenee of listening on the .learning proces.s. 
Al.though :research has consj_stent1y shown that 
pupils spend more time listening than any other 
1 .., i- ' • t ( R ~ k . ..., ·1 9? .- • "' ' 1 t l ·ii: C ' angu.age arcs ac-..,iv-1. y .. un .1~ls •. .... b, v,l. t ~1) 11 a 
serious lack of listening instruction is still evident 
3 
4 
in mor,t c~lemen.tary school classrooms (_Anderscn1 v 1954; 
Le.ndry 9 1968)., Since the 194-0's studies provide 
evidence of concern regarding the possibility and 
effecti v-eness of :Listening instruction ... Evicl.ence 
supports the theory that listening can be taught and 
that listening skills do improv~ when·instruction is 
provj"ded for various age levels in sc;hools and colleger:; 
(Canfield, 1951;· Dow, 1958; Irwin, 1952; Kramar and 
Lewis, 1951; Lewis 1953). 
Other studies have investigated possJblc relationships 
between performance in the area of listen.i.ng coJ:11prehenoion 
and other areas of' achievement,, Many studies have 
indicated an interrelationship between listening and 
reading (Brown$) 1948; DeVito, 1977; Lewis, 19:i3; 
Lubersb.ane, 1962; Yine_yard ,and .Bailey;, 1960; · Young-; , 1936) ,·" 
Posi t1Y(~ relationships between listening and reading 
tests have been found indicating the mental processes 
µnderlying both must be somewhat similiar (Brownt 1965; 
Duker, 1968; Ross; 1964). Deviqe (1978) Btates that 
both kinds of behavior are related in that (1) both are 
concerned with the intake half of the communication 
proccssr (2) -the same h.igher mental processes Beem to 
' 
underlie both, (3) high correlations exist between test 
scores .in rec1ding and listening and (tt) the teach:lng of 
one seems to affect the other~ 
r· 
:) 
While many stud:i.es prov1de evidence which indicates 
that listeni:ng comprehension can be improYed through 
instructionp there are other researchers who pre1:1ent 
the opposite view. Hollingsworth (1964), Lewis (1953) 
and Reev~s (1965) in their studies conclude that 
listc~ning i1rntructio:n does not always favorably affect 
listening comprehension and reading scores~ 
The incc11t.:i.istencies found in studies may be 
accounted for· by several factors: the student's age; 
intel}.j_gence; .aeh.:i.evement; omo.tJon"cil condition;,and 
the materials used. Devine (1978) in a review of the 
literature cites these conclusions: 
1. A great deal of time is spent by children 
and adults each day listening .. 
2c Listening can be taught~ 
- 3. Listening is still generally not accepted 
as part of the standard school curriculum .. 
4~ Listening is distinct from reading but possible 
rel~tionships have been shown to exist between 
listening and readinge 
Recognizing the importance of listening skills 
and the effect listening may hava on learning, it was 
the objective of this study to determine if listening 
training does .i.ncrease listening comprehensione A 
secondary purpose examined the relationship between 
the listening comprehension and reading comprehension 
of first grade students~ 
Thia study will not resolve the controversy 
among l:Lsten1ng researchers; however; it wi.11 guJ.de 
6 
other :cesearcherr:i and teachers considering the rationale 
for listening instruction for elementary school children • 
. Definition of Terms __ ,,,_ ________ .,.~~ 
Liste12,.in_g may be defined .. :as the· act of· g.i.v:Lng. 
attention to oral language, not merely j_n heiring. the 
sy~bols, but in receiving ideas and reacting to them 
with un~erstanding (Reiland~ 1970)~ 
activities and games teaching literal1- evaluative and 
critical listening6 
A list'?J2 ... :Li:h~ le,:,,reJ..:. ls the level at wh:ich the student 
can comprehend 75 p(-n·cent of the matex·Ials read aloud 
by the examiner (Woode, 1977)., 
The results uf this investigation of the 
effectivenese of first grade listening instruc~ion 
for listening comprehension a~e limited to a first grade 
population in o:ne mi.ddle to upper mldclle class private 
urban schoolo The total sample was limited to sixteen 
r:::tuderrts~ Conclusions apply spe(;:Lf'ica11y to thiB 
sample f5-rr.:t grade :population ritud.iedp but may be 
-genera:Lized. to other matching populations., 
Data determining the listening level are limited 
to scoretI ol:rta.tnHd from the ~;d: .. i£~J-_J1.?J~dil}E; 
~to:r.~y- (Wood.a, l9T1)" J?orm A, aclminiw'cered :prior 
to instrtict5.on and Form C, administered as the posttest .. 
Reading comp:eehensio:n scores are limited to the 
data supp1.ied only by the J3tanf<Jr5l..J~cJ1j~~i_1E.2.&1.:t 
~imary Level T Battery, Form A., 
All data in this study for listen:L:ng comprehen:sion 
were supplied from individual testing sessions. Data 
for reading eornprehens.ion were the lndi.cation of u 
large group performance~ 
Summary 
·-----~-
Listeni~g is the act of giving attention to oral 
language not merely hearing symbols but :i.n :recei v.:i.ng 
ideas and respondine to them with underetanding~ Since 
most of the time chil~ren spend in schools is spent 
lii:.1teni:ngr JYlffny studier:1 have examined the effect of 
S})ec:Lfic lif.itenJ.ng .tn.struction on listen.ing comprehens.i.on •. 
Results have been contradictory. 
It v:as the p'<1rposc of this study to inve.:itigate 
the ef:fect,s of 11stcning Jnstrnction on li,~te1;ing 
comp:rehr-nisJon for f'J..rst grad.erB and to examJno any 
0 
relationship between the students' listening comprehension 
and rea,d.ing t;01nprehensio11. · 
Cha.1-rter I I 
Review of the Literature 
Purt)ose 
_::.....,c;._ 
This study investigated the effects of specific 
listening :lnstr-uctj_on as a method of improving 
listening comprehension skills of first grade stude11ts. 
A secondary purpose of this study examined the rela.tionship 
between lh,tening comprehension and .reading comprehension~ 
Research for this study led to an e.xa.mlna.tion of these 
areas: 
Listening - An Introduction 
Aspects of the Listening Process 
Sex Variable and Listening 
The Relationship of Listening and Reading 
Listening - Its Place in the Curriculum 
Of the four communication skills -- reading, 
writing, speaking and listening -- listening remains 
the most widely used human means of receiving information. 
Only recently has more attention been directed to the 
importance of developing this skill. The invention 
of the telephone, radio, filmt sound reco1:-der and 
television has helped place a greater need for listening 
9 
in this country today, An overview of the research 
(Devine, 1978) provides evidence of the importance of 
listeninB ae a communication skill in daily life and 
as a tool of learning in the classroom. 
Liste:nJng i.s a complex process 1nvol ving more~ 
than hearing~ ~~he sJmplest def.ini tion sta:tes that 
listen1ng iEJ the process of attaching meaning to the 
spoken word~ Barbe (1954) defines listening as the 
procesG of ·relating the spoken language in terms of 
past experiences and future courses of study. 
Hampleman (1958) defines 5.t as the act of giving 
attention to the spoken wordf not only in hearing 
sj~mb61s ~ but in reacting with understanding.. Brown 
(1954), using the word ttaudingtt as~ substitute for 
listening, defines this term as the process of hearing, 
listening to, recognizing and interpreting the spoken 
language. Brown, in describing this term, compares 
auding to the earn as reading ts to the eyes. Anding 
refers only to listening that 1n~rn1 ves thought processes~ 
listening meaningful for comprehension and reacting 
critically to v1hat j_D heard_ (Frazier, ; 1969). _ The, 
need for this separate term developed from the necessity 
to desi.gnate clearly and precisely the comprehension 
of ora11y preHented language as distinct from listening 
to other sounds. Brown (1954) argues that listbning for 
comprebens1on to language symbols is a 11nguist.ic 
function d1stinct from other types of' listening .:-rnd 
that a separate word is needed which is 8S clearly 
distinguishable from hearing and listening as reading 
is from seeing and looking., Using t..he word "auding 11 , 
Brown concludes that thi.s is the best term" 
Confusion stemming from the broadness of the 
term 111.istening" resul tede · General agreement on the 
term listening implies more than th~ mere· perception~ 
of sound (Petrie, 1962)~ 
AB E~'L..21-i!:LU!:l st eni_DJL.1:£0 £._~sf~ 
11 
Listening is the first language skill that children 
acquire~ From birth children axe surrounded by all 
kinds of sounds in their environment. The young 
child's experiences and maturation provide his 
background for organizing sounds into patterns where 
particular words are Jater distinguished, associated 
with an exper.ience :and, fbial.ly. opoken. _ This .early_ 
exJJerience of listening contributes greatly ,_to ,the 
chtld I s acqu.i.si ti.on· of· speech.. >Becmrne mQs.t children 
usually hear and speak when they enter achool, the 
assumption is made that children can listen effectively 
and already have developed efficient listening habits. 
Research has discredited this assumption (Carroll, 1971)0 
~:he various developmental ranges in language grov,1th 
as related to factors in each child's language 
environment ·cannot be overlooked~ Bernstein 1 s (1960) 
:r.es.earch with British youth points to. middle and. 
12 
lower working class language differences. Templin's 
(1957) findings also suggest that eucieconomic levels 
are related to the grammatical complexity of responses 
and vocabulary development .of children~ Oakiand (1969) 
also implied that phon.emlc and. nonphcnemic auditory 
discrimination skills may be more closely related to 
socioeconomic status than to IQ~ 
The implication is that growth in general and 
critical listening skills and. understandings .i.s not 
automatic (Lund.stcen, 1971) .. Intelligence and age do 
not account totally for growth according to ~tudies 
designed to promote general and critical listening 
skills; training helps (01sene 1966; Russellj/ 1964),, 
Landry (1968) alao gives suppu:ct to the idea that 
listening cannot be considered aa an area which develops 
· naturally. He cites the influence of radiop television, 
tapes and records in the shift from reading back to 
ljetening. Landry states that more and more of our 
children are not able to evaluate and appreciate what 
they lis~en to as had been assumed. A clarification of 
the li.stening J>rocess iG fundamental. 
l;i 
Frazier (1969) identifies three levels of listening! 
hearing~ receiv:lng sound and 11 audi.ng, 11 Hearing is 
the first skill developed. It involves no connection 
between reoept1on of sound and thought processes or 
meaninri;~ It can be described as th,.:1 purely phys:lologi.cal 
reception of sound through the ear by the auditory 
nervous r,ystenL, '.l'he next level of listen.ing, receiving 
sounds, implies no relationship to thinking and 
interpretation. For the listenerJ this level involve~ 
only auditory discrimination~ The highest levelt auding, 
a term co5.ned by Brown (1954) is defined as the process 
of bearing, recognizing and interpreting spoken symbols. 
At this l~vel, auaing refers only to'.listening which 
i.rrvolves thought processes; listenlng meaningfully for 
comprehension and reacting cr.i.ticall;y to what is heard .. 
The listener's performance is influenced by three 
aspects of listening: capacity, willingness and habits 
(Weave:r, 1972),, 
The capacity to listen, Weaver states, involves 
the ahLl.l ty to select, structure and remember informat.ion. 
Alow ability to listen limits the listening capacity. 
Ability depends partly on intelligence and general 
knowledge of the subject of the message. Rankin (1925) 
concluded that intelligence is as -0losely related to 
listening as it is to other school abilities; The 
actual correlation betwe~n listening and intelligence 
documented by Rankin iG +~56. Research indj.cates 
' t 11· ac a h .. :l.o __ h correlite,of ·listening, 1n·e _ 1gence emarges g b . 
14 
ability,, Duker (1966) cites studJes by Brown and Carlsen 
(1955); Haberland (1956); and Stromer (1955) revealing 
a strong co-existc~nce between listening skills and 
various measures of intelligence. 
Willingness to listen is as important a faotor~aa 
capacity. Willingness is a factor the child develops 
early in his life.· Bal~bara as cited _in Dt1ker (1966) 
states that in successful listening, the listener listens 
with more or less his total self-. including his special 
~enses, attitudes, beliefs, feelings and intuitions. 
AssuminR the child's hearing and intelligence are normal. 
he will probably learn very early.to listen or not to 
listen. The rate of lang~age acquisition is.influenced 
by th-e degree to which the child's language leads directly 
to rewarding and gratifying goals (Mussen, 1969)~ 
Therefore, listening attitudes grow as a result of 
opportunities and rewards the child has available to him. 
Listening habits like attitudes, also depend on 
the c~ild'e opportunities and rewards. A child's early 
~xperiences will contribut~ to hi~ habits -0f listening 
or not listening. Oral language development of the 
indlvid1Jal child must be carefully assessed for achievement 
and potential in light of related environmental 
factors (Ruddell, 1969). Each listener's particular 
_environment .will bring many influencing factors to his 
listening attitudes and habits~ A home environment 
surrcunded by 1·10ise appears to af.fect willingness and 
ability to give attention to listening stimuli 
15 
(Lundsteent 1971)~ In machine-dominated surroundings -
radio, television, doorbells~ sirens, traffic, et cetera -
it is not surptising to develop non-listening habits 
or oven habits of selective listening~ Brown (1965) 1 
in a study investigating the relations between listening 
ability and habits in listening to radio and television, 
found that children watching television were better 
listeners as measured by the Sequential Tests_of Educational 
.r£Qg_re§_§_; however, there .. was no support. :for his_.hypothesis 
that those who watched television for a few hours daily 
were better li.steners than those who watched longer. 
Listening habits and the willingness to listen are related 
influencing factors in the listening proceEs. 
. . 
Lundsteen l.1971) listr.3 respond.ing and. organizing, 
getting mea.11j_ngf an·d thinki.ng beyond listening as the 
three major steps a profieiE?:nt listener undertakes. 
During spoken discourse, Lundsteen states, it is likely 
that the listener: hears; holds sound in memory; attends; 
forms tenative images; searches; compares; test cues; 
recodes; gets meaning, and intellectualizes beyond 
J.Jstening .. 
Sex Variable and 1:tntc!ni.nP' 
_,_ r~---·=------.._.,._,...,,,...., _ _.,~ ,.,.....,., ...... ......,.:.::J:,l 
Most research in listening has ~eported no 
differences between sexes_in~teet scores, howeverJa 
few studies have reported such differences4 
Brimer (1971), as cited in Duker (1971), using 
16 
a reconstruction of thc~~od,y: Picture V.2.£§.lmla:x:y_J:es~ 
with children between the ages of 5.0 and 11.11 
identified a consistent male superiority.in listening 
vocabulary~ Similar-evidence of male superiority on 
listening vocabulary and listening comprehension 
measures have been found for adolescent and young adult 
groups (Hampleman, 1958; Irwin, 1952; Nichola, .1948)., 
Hollow (1955), using daily listening comprehension 
lessons at the fifth grade level for six weelrn, also 
concluded that male subje6ts scored significantly,high~r 
than females,, 
Such results may seem convincing; however, the 
majority of .studies have f9und no differences in 
test sc:ores between the sexes ( Wt:aver 11 1'97 2).. In a 
study ~earching for relations between listening ability 
and liste11i.ng hab:lts Br-cwn (1965), using the Seg_ug!1.ti§.l 
four, five and six, concluded that the hypothesis that 
girls would he hetter listeners than boys waa not 
supported. Hedrick (1967), in her study of children's 
ability to follow directions from kindergarten to the 
fifth gradea-found no differences between boys' and 
girls' listening test scores~ In an analysis of 
1istening comprehension of college speech students~ 
Hopkins (1966) found no significant differences in 
relation to sex. Laurent (1963)~ in researching 
17 
the const:rueti.on and eva1uat1on of a listening curriculum 
f . f' • ' 4 f d - l • ff f . or grar.les _J_vo ana. G..1..X, .. oun . no sex c,i. ere.nces - or 
listening,. 
T}l.Ll~f lat j on phl-J?..;...Q.[J;.i.1 ~ t .f.I~~l3.~c#~~Jn_g 
Fo~ many years there has been a gieat lnterest 
in the similarities~and, irtterrelationships between 
listening and reading (Hollingsworth; 1969). Several 
aspects of listening and reading are related~ Devine 
(1978) in a review of the literature ataies that 
both kinds of behavior are related in that (l) both 
are concerned with the intake half of the ccimmunicaticn 
proCE)t-n:i f' { 2) the same higher mental processes seem 
to underl:Le each; ( 3) high ·correlations ex:Lwt betweon 
test scores :ln 1::-eading and listen:1.ng 1 and ( 4) the-
teach:lng of one seems to a:ffect the other. 
Li. stening and readJng are the receptive phases 
of the four comrnunicat:Lon sktlls~ When either J.istenhig 
or reading, the child is actively engaged in the 
perception and comprehension of ideas or facts. The 
18 
child reacts to these facts and relates them to his 
experiences. The reain differences between these two 
language art skills is that in reading the reader can 
procede at this own rate and has the advantage of' 
stopping. to evaluate, oraganize or reread if he desires4 
In listening, there is usually no opportunity to 
relisten. 
~:he relat:tonship between oral language development 
and reading achievement is evidenced either directly· 
or indirectly from a number of significant investigations. 
Strickland (1962)t in a st~dy of children's oral language 
development &.nd reading achievement at the sixth grade 
level 1 revealed a significant relationship between the 
use of movables, exprest1ions of place·, •. manner,, t'ime 
and cause in a phonological unit. and elen,ents of 
subordination in oral language. High scores on measures 
of comprehension in silent reading and listening indicated 
that th~ children made greater Use cf movables .and elements 
of subordination in theit oral language than children 
who scored lower on these variables. This fi11ding in 
Strickland's study suggest that a child's ability to 
utilize 8Ubordination and movables in oral expression 
is closely re.lated to his ability to comprehend written 
language~ 
19 
A study of the language development in children 
by Loban (1963) reported that children who were 
advanced in general language ability, as determined by 
vocabulary scores at the kindergarten.level and.l~nguage 
ratings by teachers, were also advanced in reading ability. 
Lobar1 concluded that competence .in spoke.n langl1age 
appears to be a contributing factor for competence in 
reading~ 
Research has reported. further evidence of an 
interrelationship between listening and reading. Dow 
(1958) reported in his study approximately eighteen 
factors ~f reading comprehension whic~ seem sufficiently 
similar to listening comprehensi?n• Hampleman (1958), 
in his research of fourth and sixth grade students 
reported that both listening and reading requires that 
acti.ve thin}d.ng be applied to symbols and tha.t listening 
should be distinguished from hearing and reading from 
seeing~ In a study, using colleg~ freshman, Vineland 
and Bailey (1960) reported that reading ability 9 
liBtening· skills and. intelligence are highly related to 
one another., 
Acknowledging the basic relationship between 
listenine and reading, researchers have examined the 
effect of listening on reading. A number of researchers 
have reported f'Jnd:tngs which conclude that instruction 
in listening skills can be effective in improving 
reading (K<::lty, 1953; Lew:i.s~ 1953; Lubershane~ 1962)~ 
In addition to research investigating training 
in listening·~ffecting reading, some studies have 
analyzed the effects of a general listening program 
upon readingr Of the ten studies cited in Olejnik 
(1978) eight found significant differences in either 
listenLng or reading comprehension afte:c a perlod of 
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training in listening for stud~nts in grade one through 
four (Dewar• 1972; Glofka & Glofka, 1972; Lenwns p 197 4; 
Morrowf 1973;· 8chulwitz, 1973; Taylorv 1972; Thornp 1968; 
Van Valkenburg, 1968). 
~~J1tg;_ ;: ~ Place ln t.tw Curriculum 
The importa:nce·of listening as a skill which 
can be developed by specific training has only recently 
been recogni~;ed, however research has shown that much 
of the student 1 s day is spent listening. One of the 
very first studies in listening by Rankin (1926) 
reported that high school. studenti apent 45% of their 
ti1~1G listening. Wilt (1950), in a study to determine 
what percentage of the school day elementary chj.J.dren 
are expected to listen, reported that 54% of students' 
daily classroom time was spent listening to the teachers 
.and that teachers were :neither aware of the e.rnount of 
time they expected childreri to listen- nor of the 
importance of this language skill. Wilt's findings 
indicated that, in the elementary school, children 
are expected to spend more time in liatening than in 
any other sinile activity. 
Research has shown that listening skills can be 
taught and that listening skills do impiove when 
lnstruct.ton is provided* Canfield (1961), using 
fifth grade students, reported.that groupo in which 
listeni.ng was directly or indirectly taught made 
significant gains in listening as measured by the 
fl£:gu~~Llf_sts of Education§._~- I-'r'9.1Q:£§.§. when 
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compared wi tb groups which had no· instruction~ HoJJ .. ow 
(1955) in a study cited by Devine (1978) reported that 
elementary students receiving instruction in listening 
com1)rehenFd.on had significantly :l.mproved their listeni:ng 
abil.itieso Trivette (1969) found that 77.5% of the 
elementary school pupils in her study improved their 
·listening skills following a certain sequence of listening 
acti vi ti. es., 
Although research has shown that studerrt;.s spend 
a gre~t deal of classroom time listening and that listening 
can be improv-ed with instructionf few schools have 
developed programs which adequately teach listening skills 
(Landryr 1968)~ Mistaken aosumptions concerning listening 
abilities have been an influencing factor for this lack 
of instruction~ Landry (1968) concludes that three 
major factors seem to cause the neglect of listening: 
tra.d.itionil time and tra:l.ni:ng1, Brown (1967) reports 
that listening ie rarely stressed in a typical language 
arts text. Less than one percent of the content of 
texts for children ia devoted to lessons on listening, 
although li~tening is. the communication skill children 
use mor-e :frequently. 
The growing f:1.wa.rene ss of the neglect of listening 
programs and the:1 need for the development of listening 
skills has led. some researchers to develop lessons 
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and specific programs to encourage effective listening~ 
Duker (1968) includes in his bibliography almost 300 
annotated eutries under teaching of listening and 
approxim~.tely 140 .entries on techniques or procedures 
and 32 entties on listening materials (Lundsteen, 1971). 
Smnr11a;:y 
the most ~i~~lj used communication 
skillt is the process.of attaching meaning to the 
spoken word. Over the past fifty years the importance 
of the development of this skill has been gaining· 
acknowlegement. 
Vari.ous aspects of development :influence the 
listening process. Frazier identified three level~ of 
listening; hearing, receiving sound and audi.ng~ 
Listening does have an interrelationship with 
reaaing and specific training in listening can improve 
reading·~ 
Listening research conclude~ that listening can 
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be taught and that listening skills do improve when 
instruction is provided~ Sex appears to be an 
unimportant variable'in listeriing. _Most-studies report 
no significarit differe~ces between the listening 
posttest scores for males and females. 
,A __ deterring facto:!": in the develo--pment of studentB' 
listening sk.i.lls has been the neglect of listening 
programs in the ~lementary schools, howeYer with the 
growing reali.zation of the need for developing listening. 
skills som~ progress is now being made. 
Chapter III 
Design of the Study 
'l'his study Jnvestigated -the ef feets of specific 
listening inst:r:uctlon as a. method of improving the 
listening comprehension skills o.f first grade students. 
A secondary purpose of this study examined the 
relationship of individual student's listening 
comprehens1ol'l and reading comprebensJcrn~ Differencea 
between liatening comprehens1on and reading compreh(-HH:d.on 
for boys and girls were also examined • 
.!iYJ2.£.i!l£§!~ 
The followi:ng hypotheses were tested: 
1. There is no significant gain in listening 
comprehension of first grade students as a result of 
listening instructi.on as measured by the ~1-. 
24 There ls no sign1f:icant correlation between 
listening comprehension and reading comprehension 
for first grade students using posttest data. 
3. There is no significant difference between 
the mean listening comprehension posttest score on the 
comprehension score on the Stanford.Achievement Test 
-~--.. =·~ .. ~ ... - ..... ~-~ ...... ,---.-~ 
when grouped by sex. 
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§1.1 b 1l":}2t~ 
The sample consisted of 17 first grade students 
ages 6-7 years old from a self contained classroom at 
Nazareth Hall Schoolp a middle to upper middle class 
private school, in Rochester, New York. 
One student was eliminated during the course of 
study due to hospitalization during the final weeks 
of training and posttesting. Of the 16 remainirtg 
subjects, 7 were female and 9 were male~ 
Instruments 
To determini listening comprehension levels, the 
AnalyiiSf3:LReadinK..1nyentozv (1977) developed by 
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Mary Lynn Woods and .Alden J. Moe \·Jas selected.. In 
individual testing sessions students listened to graded 
passages :f:com Form A of the .. {!_nal;yj;1£§.LB-eaq.~}?.fLI11veEt9rx 
and then responded orally to queRtione checking 
comprehens.im1,; 
The listening level of individual students was 
determined as the level at which each stu.dcnt cou1d 
comprehend 75 percent of the materials read aloud by 
the examiner .. 
To determine growth .in liston.ing co:np:rehe:nsio:n 
Form C of the Analytical l{eading Inventory was given 
at the end of the eight month instructional period. 
Reading comprehension was determined by the 
Form Ao 
P.roeedu:ce s 
After obtain1ng each chlld's l.i.stening comprehension 
level, instructional periods in listening were given 
approximately 15 minutes a day, four days of the 
school week for a pSriod of eight months. Listening 
inctructions were given in a large group setting and 
. were supplementary to the regular classroom reading 
inst:cuction .. 
The students were instructed using the SRA Listening 
Sldlls Progra.m (}:>rimary Level) - ( see Appendix A). The 
recorded listening lessons in the Listening Skills 
Program are a:imed at the development of listening 
comprehension using a wide range of listening skills. 
Other listening activities were selected and utilized by 
this investigator (see Appendix B)~ Listening activities 
were divided into the following main skilla: general 
· listening skills and critical listening skills~ General 
listening skills included the following subskilla~ 
listening for specific facts, listening to follow oral 
directions, listening for the main idea, listening for 
Requence, listening to make inferences, listening to 
surnmar:L ~~et and lif:,tening apprecia t1on for enjoyment 
and emotional response. Critical listening skills 
included: listening to distinguish fact from fantasyD 
listening for relevance and irrelevance and listening 
to develop and awareness 0£ the speaker's attitude. 
Statistical Analvsis 
·-,,,,--.,--·- H:,.<,._,-... ~--
At test was used to determine the significant 
differences i~ the listening comprehension scorese 
The effet!t oJ' l:L1:>tening cornprehe:ns:ion upon reading 
comprehension scores !or ind.i vi dual first grade students 
'tiJ3S correlated.~ Also, comparisons of pGrformance between 
boys and girls were made. 
To inventi.gate the effectiveness of 1i.Eiten1ng 
in·struction for J.Jstening comprehension, a sample of 
17 first graders was selected. Tbe students were 
1ndi vJ.d,:.:11 ly o;iven the J.\:rialvti ca1 Readtniz Inventory. 
t; ---~-------~--... ---.--,>!..., 
Form A~ to determine each studen~ 1 s listening level. 
The students then completed. a li.stening instructional 
period for eiKht months. As a posttest for listening 
Inventory was given. 'l'o det.ermirw reading comprchens.icrn 
le,,vre] ,_~ .A.he T(' 0'd.; I1'T corr111J··,p}'1cr·,::,' ()l'l t·e~~t 01''' t" (> c:.•t,,.,,,ford .. , iJ fJ l,. .:,J. -,. , t.. • .\. . ~).. • b . ~ ~"' ;_, J.:i:.> l. ~ , . O ,.1 Ai.... ..~.-:.__5:~ .. _.....__..;_ 
Ach.ievcmt".!Dt Terit Primary Level I Battery F.'orm A was 
--"'-=""--..."'"''-""-"_..,,,_,,~,,.,,..,_.,.~,-- ' ' 
given. Data were analyzed utilizing a correlated t 
test and by determining correlation LJoeffecients. 
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Stat.:i s ~:LcaJ. Am3,1ysis 
The effects of specific listening instruction 
as a method of improving listening comprehension 
skills of first grade students were investigated in 
The stutly also researched the rel~tionship of 
students' listening comprehension and reading 
comprehen:1lon. A compa:r.5 son of the differences 
between listening comprehension and reading comprehension 
when studcn ts were grouped by sex wa;3 also examined ... 
J<1i.nd:i.D_££ · 
Li steniJ2g Com.JJ;ehension Growth 
Tab1e 1 ir..eludes the raw scores of the 16 students 
on the pre and post listening testse To determine 
whether there was a significant gain in listening 
comprehenBion after the eight mcnths listening 
instruntional period~ a correlated t test was used. 
The corr.elated _1 valUi:; between the JlI'C;test and 
the posttest scores was calculated at 3~479. For a 
one-tailed teat at the .05 1£vel of significauce, the 
' + · ·, ·t · th J 4 d f i' . .J • 1 '7 61 crJ_ v.l.C.3..i. VH. Ue Wl •... . egrees · 0. .reeuOID J.13 ., --~ 
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~~able 1 
Ccmvar;lson of Prete:st . and Pofftte s t Listentng 
Comprehension Scores 
· Subjects Listening Pretest 
' Raw Scores (x) 
15-Eitening Posttest 
I~aw Scores (y) 
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·----·-------·-·---·--- -------· --·---
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
·1 ') 
-·L 
13 
14 
15 
16 
4.5 
4 
22 
6 
10.5 
3 
3 
3 
2 
3 
5 
4 
3 
9 
4.5 
4,, 5 
23.5 
13.5 
22 
21 
21e5 
25.5 
') '7. L.) 
28 , 
9 
15., 5 
22 
16 
15.5 
15.5 
31 
28., 5 ----~ . 
------·-~----· - -~-_.- , .. _..,,,._,, ______ L• ____ __________ ........ __ M __ _
df . :i: 14- t cri-t ,:: 1. 761 
t"' 3.479 
.../" -· oi:: li,.,ill\:_ -· 0 ,, 
Sx ;: 7ft 65 
Sy ::: 22~ 21 
The data rejected the null hypothes:Ls tha.-t there 
is no eigriificant gain in listening as a result of 
lintening :instruction as measured by the ~Ll£§!-1 
ReadJnJL..1.gy~~..!Lt2J.~,, It was concluded that there was a 
significant gain between the pretest and posttest 
scores of the fi r st grade students~ 
To correlate the data of the poRtlistening 
comprehension test and the reading comprehension 
test, the year§..on PrQ.Sl1!.2.:t::Mo_me1!}....S;.Ql-2'Cl~1£R_ 
£.q_§.1.fi£l~f orm.}119.-, using the standard score method 
was used$ Table 2 includes the raw scores of the 
16 subjects for the postlistening comprehension 
test and the reading comprehension test~ The 
correlation coefficient was derived from comparing 
the results of the two tests~ 
Table 2 
Correlation Coefficient of ~ostlistening Comprehension 
and 
Reading Comprehension Test~ 
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------- ----··----·-----·-·~--
--------------·----·------·--· ··- ----·=---
Subjects Listening Posttest 
Raw Scores 
Reading ~'est 
Raw Scores 
---···-·------- ·-----~------· 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
li! 1, 
14 
15 
16 
r = ~;,,.;8lj 
22 
21 
cL5 
~5.5 
~3 
28 
9 
15.5 
i:!t?. 
16 
15.5 
15.5 
31 
~8.5 
54 
43 
75 
64 
74 
79 
55 
7't!. 
64 
83 
66 
65 
72 
78 
71 
87 
critical r ~t the.05 level= .4973 
The calculated correlation coefficient (r) was 
computed at ~2813. For a two-tailed,.test.at the .05 
level of signif'Jcarwef the crj_tica1 value for r 
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with 14 degrees of freedom is e4973. The data failed 
to reject the nu1l hypothesis@ There if:l no signi.:t'lcant 
cor:r.e1a.tion between postlistening comprehension .scores 
and reading comprehension scores for first grade 
students. It was concluded that there· was not a 
sigtiificant correlation between the posttest listening 
and reading ·scores of.the group. 
Table 3 includes the mean3 and standard dovintions 
of· the postlistening comprehenr:don tost for boyB and 
girls. To determine: the s:i.gn:i:ficant difference 
betweei: the mean postlj stening comprehension scores 
when sex was a variable, a 1 test was computed. 
~:able 3 
Comparison of the Mean Post1isteni.ng 
Test Scores by Sex 
Mean 
Standard 
Dev:i.ation 
Girls' Boys' 
PostlLste:ning .PostlJ.stening 
Scores scores 
19~28 
21.6 23 .. 98 
______ ....,....,.... ...... -------··-------· 
t-ratio -0.211 
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--~--·-·~-· ....... ......-----·----------·--
df :.c 14 t · = 2 .. 145 crit 
The mean raw score on the postlj.stening test for 
girls was 19 .. 28 with a standard deviation of 21. 6~ :F'or 
boys, th~ mean raw score on the poatliotening 
21.7 with a standard de~iation of 23.98e The calculated 
! value between the boys and girls pos~listeriing scores 
was -0.211. For a two-tailed test at the .05 level of 
significance,,, the critical value with 14 degrees of 
freedom is 2.145. Data failed to reject the null 
hypothesis. It was concluded that there was not a 
signlficant difference between the listening posttest 
mean raw scores when sex waa a variable~ 
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The &Jgnif'icant difference between the mean reading 
comprehension sco:re when sex was a var1able wa.s determined 
by computing a J~ te::;t. Tab1e 4 indicA-tes the means 
and standard deviations of the reading comprehension 
test for girls and boys. 
Table 4 
Comparison of the Mean Reading 
Test Scores by Sex 
Gi:cls 1 
I'r-,a'· d ·in,..,.. TP ,,t \....,. , "~ . {!) ..,, D ' 
·--- -·--, s c.9re s ·--·----
Mean 71.57 
____ ..... ___ ,,, __ .._ ____ _ 
Standard 
Deviation 
t-ratj.o 
df "' 14 
78,42 
0 .. 126 
t,., it ~ ~~~145 
.... r., 
Boyl3 1 
Heading Test 
Scores 
66.77 
71.54 
CJ\' 7-~ • 05 
· The mean raw score on the reading test for girla was 
71. 57 ·,with a :;;tandard deviation· of '78,~ 4,2. · For boys, 
the mean raw score was 66.77 with a st~ndard devJ.ation 
of 71~54. The calculated t value between the girls and 
boys reading scores was 0.126. For a two-tailed test at 
the .05 level of significancer the critical value with 
14 degrees of freedom is 2.145~ Data failed to reject 
tbe nulJ. hypotb.e1:d:;;., It wa:;; concluded ·that; there wc1.1=-
not a ~ignificant difference between the reading test 
mean scores when sex was a variabl8~ 
Ana:Sysls and. Interpr~e,~tJ....9...n, of _Hyl)ptbeses 
Ea.ch hypothesis is statedr accepted or rejected, 
and discussed in vie\\! of the data presented~ 
1~ There is no significant gain in listening 
comprehens:lo:'C of first grad,::: students as a result of 
listen1ng i.rrntructi.on as mear.rn.red by the Analyt~! 
l{eadin.£....lnventon .. 
The firet hypothes:LB was rejected~ There was a 
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signif.:i .. cant gain in postliBtening comprehension scores&. 
This indicated that students scored higher in listening 
comprehension after receiving listening instruction .. 
2. There is no significant correlation between 
post1isten1ng coruprehensto:n scores and :i:eadlng 
comprehension scores for first grade students. 
This hypothesis was accepted., Data indicated no 
significant correlation between postlistening test_ 
scores and reading test scores. The correlation 
coefficient computed was interpreted as a moderately 
positive corr.·elation~ indica.t.tng a direct relati.onsh.ip. 
between listening and reading~ The higher the students 
perform on the listening test, the higher they will 
perform on the reading test~ 
3~ There is no significant difference between the 
mean po stllst.enlng comprehension scores on the A,!!;§3.l;r_tjsg.l 
!i~a,dJng_~1J.t9r;y: and the mean reading comprehension 
score on the Stan.f.2.f·cLAch.ievemt?nt 'fest when g;rouped by 
sex., 
This third hypothesis was accepted. There were no 
significant differences between the mean postlistening 
test spores for boys and girls. This study did not 
report differences between the sexes in postlistening 
test scoret.'.le Also~ there were no reported• differences 
between the sexes 5.n reading comprehension scores.4. Data 
indicated no significant differences between the mean 
reacting comprehension scores for boys and girls" 
Whethe:r:• J.isteni.ng or rea'.ding, both boys and girls did 
equally well~ 
Summary 
,.--..-........,.,,. ..... ..t,_, 
'l'he purpose of this study was to investigate the 
effects of listening instruction on listening 
comprehen:::don for first grade students and to examine 
any relationship between the students' listening 
comprehension and reading comprehens:i.on.,. 
The first hypothesis was that there was no 
significant gain in listening as a result of listening 
instruction as measured by the /rnaJ,Y.'t.;1.cal_JleadJng 
Ircr~:z... The difference in the pret0st and posttest 
listening comprehension scores was tested for significance 
using a correlated t test. The difference was significant 
at the .05 level. J)ata rejected the first null 
hypothes.:Ls. 
The second hypothesis ·was that there was no 
significant correlation between postlistening comprehension 
scores and reading comprehension scores for first grade 
students. The derivation of: a correlation coefficient. 
using the Pearson P:r<2_,dE.£."t:-~~om;3Jl!...sorrelatj_on coeff ici.ent 
f..2.~Ja indicated there was no significant correlation 
at the .05 level between postlistening comprehension 
scores and reading comprehension scores. Tbis hypothesis 
was a.cccptecl. 
The final hypothesis,. there was no significant 
difference between the mean postlistening comprehension 
_ scores on the A~§l.yt).9al Readi£g_In~en.1£rx and the 
mean readi.ng comprehension scores on the Stanford 
Ach1Q,Y£J1J.QD~t T~st. when grouped by- sex, was computed using 
-
the application of at test for testing the significance 
of a difference between means. The calculated t value 
indicated no significant djfferences at the .05 level 
between the sexes for listening and reading scores~ 
Data falled to reject the flnal hypotheBjs~ 
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Chapter V 
Conclusions and Implica·~ione 
PJ.!,,{120~ 
'.11hj_ s studv ., investigated the effect of specific 
listening instruction ae a method of improving listening 
comprehension skills of first grade students. 
A secondary purpose of the study examined the 
reading comprehension., An ex.aminati.cm of tbe dif .ferences 
between li$tening comprehension and reading comprehension 
when students were grouped by sex was also made. 
ConclusJonD 
----"-"-'='"""'--
'.I'he results of tbe study strongly demonstrated that 
specific listening instruction does successfully improve 
the listening comprehension skills of first grade 
students~ These results concur with research that 
listening abilities improve with direct instruction 
(Devine, 1978). 
The relationship of listenj_ng comprehension and 
reading comprehension in this study indicated no 
significant relationship existed between tbe listening 
comprehensio11 test scores and the reading comprehension 
teat scores~ Contrary to other research findings, this 
study did not report a high correlation between listening 
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and reading scoresw Data reported only a moderately 
positive correlation~ indicating a direct relationship 
between listening and reading. The results of this 
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study support f incUngs cited.· in a .rev1ew . of the. li tera.ture 
by Devine (1968)., Devine reportB the existence o.f a 
lack of consistency in the results of listening and 
reading research .studies. 
Conclusions based on the differences between 
listening and reading scores when students were grouped 
by sex ind:Lcat8d that listening and reading_ skills were 
equallj developed by both sexes& This study supports the 
majority of studies in listening tha.t have reported no 
differences between the Gexes in postlistening test. 
scores (Weaver, 1972). 
Implications. for Research 
This study viewed a limited aspect of the research 
ln listening comprehension~ Implications for further 
research are suggested. 
The :i'.'eplication of the same study with a larger 
sample involving a control group and treatment group 
is recommended, since the research in this study was 
limited in sample size. Further investigati6ns should 
view the influence of the students' expected gain during 
the pro ;jected treatment period. More experimental 
research to prov:ide further data about the nature of the 
listening process is also recommended. Investigations 
of specif le personal.i ty factors and tbelr ii1f:luence o:n 
listening and the effect of listening instruction on 
behavior need further consideration. 
The role of listening in the development of 
readJng ski.11s has. been an-area of·inconsistency~,, 
Inconsi8tencies due to the nature of instruction. type 
of tests used to measure growth and the grade level of 
the students and nmterial used~ need to be resolved •. 
Further investieations of the transfer of specific 
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ekille training in listening to reading would be beneficial. 
Present research has utilized an extensive variety 
of inetrumenta to measure listening ability. These 
instruments, however, have not always measured the same. 
skills a.nd are often devised by experimenters to meet 
their own individual purposes. A need for a valid 
standardized listen~ng test for young children arises~ 
A standardized instrument at the elementary level would 
make it possible to achieve more continuity in listening 
researche ·It would. also enable teachers to identlfy 
specific listening skill abilities of children, and more 
E~ffectlvely iridi·vidualize instructi.on when needed. .. 
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J .E!.PR cation~~ ).as sro om . Px.:a:£1..i c.<;fl 
'..Nw :results of this study indJ.ca.ted that listening 
instruction d.ces successfully affect ·1:1.sten.i.ng 
. comprehens.ion.. It is i.rnpo::ctant the1:i 1, that listening 
comprehension activj.ti.es be implemented in the classroom 
to enhance the listening ability of students9 A general 
listening program conducted in the classroom would be 
an effective means for developing listening skillo~ 
Teachers and ourrjculum plan~erR should incorporate 
reeearch,findings and,give careful consideration to the 
development of listening programs~. The teacher, as 
one of the foremost factors in determining the success 
of a listcn.1.tng program, must first develop an understandi.ng 
of the research and literature to be successful in 
impJ.e;nenting a listening program$ Hollingsworth (1965) 
proposed that the teacher's role must change for listening 
comprehensi011 to bf: improved, reading achievement to be 
affected and study skills developed. A planned program 
in \--ihic!h the teacher reinforces and gives his/her pupils 
many hours of practice in these skills may be needet. 
Children shoi1ld be do:Lng 1wre talking and listening to each 
other a.nd less liste11.i.ng to the teache~:- in the classroom,. 
The valuer; of lr,3.rning through 1:1.sti::ning to other peers 
should be considered in the schools. A wide variety of 
listening experiences in the classroom are vital if 
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children are to learn to adapt the kind of listening they 
do to the type which will best serve the specific purpose 
of the listening activityo 
An increased awareness of the interrelatedness of 
Jisterdng comprehension ;::mtl reading comprehension skills 
should be fostered in the .classroom. Listening and 
reading activities should encompass a variety of purposes., 
Cons.i.deratio:ns in the ini:1tructional program are essential 
if children are to obtain maximum benefit from the 
language environment wh.5.ch surrounds them. In 
incorporating specific listening skills training into 
a read.::.ng program, teachers should be aware of the many 
variables af'fecting sk1ll ·transfer., 
What is needed now is·more planned. and conscious 
implementation of practical suggestions about the teaching 
of li~tening by teachers in their classrooms on all grade 
levels. 
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Appendix A 
SRA Listening Selections 
The following listening selections were obtained from 
the SRA Listei1inp.; S1d1ls Program~ I':1::im.:.iry Levels I-a and 
I-b, International Teaching Tapes, 1970~ 
JJi.steJ1inf; Sk1),ls. Pro_gratp I~·a 
__ .Re ~i_L~.f.t-. ____ Ji11f'~-·--·-=---Skil;.l.._-.. _-.A 
Recording 1: Side 1. What is Sound? Developing awareness 
of pitch and volume; 
deve;loping a 
vocabulary for 
descr:.lbing them; 
following directions. 
Slde 2 Squ.ish, Squash Developing awareness 
of qualities of. 
sound; developing 
sentence patterns 
Recording 2: Side 1 Three Billy-
Goats Gr\iff 
S1dP 2 A Loud Roar· 
RBcord1n~ 3: Side l I Need a 
Drum 
for talking; 
following directions. 
Developing an 
understanding and 
apprec.iation of 
fantasy; following 
directions. 
Developing a sense 
of relationship 
between quality of 
sound and source of 
sound; developing 
a sensitivity to 
sound effect words; 
following directions~ 
Devel.oping a 
recogniti.0).1 of rhythm 
in action and sound;. 
making inferences 
based on sounds; 
following directions. 
R d . 'il. •• ecor · .J.:ng .-1 
);{ecording 4: 
Side 2 Singing Words 
Side 1 How Do You 
~novr'? 
Side 2 Thomas Tuttle 
Recording 5: Side 1 Happy? 
Sad? 
Side 2 Who Am I? 
Recording 6: Side 1 Middle Names 
53 
Developing enjoyment 
i.n participating .in 
language-related, 
rhythmic activities; 
developing the ability 
to hear and use 
familiar langu.a.ge 
activities; following 
directions& 
· Developing the 
concept that people 
learn through the 
use of their senses; 
developing the 
ab.ility to make 
inferences or reach 
conclu::,ions; 
following directions. 
Developing the 
ability to interpret 
intonation and 
inferences; 
developing auditory 
discrlmi11ation; 
following directions~ 
Recoghizingt ±eflect~ 
ing, and inierpreting 
emotional reactions; 
following directionE$ 
Listening to develop 
a sel.f concept; 
developing vocabulary 
related to.this; 
following direotions. 
Developi.ng the. 
ability to listen 
and think in terms 
of cause and effect; 
undcrctanding and 
recalJ.ing sequence; 
following directions~ 
Recording 6~ 
RE:COrdi.ng 7: 
Side 2 No B1gge::e ~-'han 
Your 'Vhumb 
Side 1 What Comes 
Next? 
Side 2 Maybe Yes; 
Maybe No 
54 
Visualizing 
characters and 
action; listening 
to a folk tale; 
following directions. 
Understanding the 
use of context; 
developing the 
skill of anticipating 
responses; following 
directions. 
Developing an 
understanding of 
inference and the 
validity of assumption; 
extending vocabulary; 
following directions. 
Recording 8: Side 1 Strange Th"ings Dev-eloping the concept 
of listening as an 
extension of experience; 
providing opportunities 
for participating in 
Side 2. King Grouper 
ttecording 9: Side 1 The Turtle 
and the 
Rabbit 
a variety of listening 
experiences; following 
directions. 
Establishing the idea 
of classifying and 
grouping· based upon 
features and 
utilization; thinking 
critically; following 
directions~ -
Developing an 
appreciation of tho 
fable as a form of 
literature; thinking 
critically;followirig 
directions. 
Reeording 9: 
Recording 10~ 
Hecorct,ir,:,g 11: 
Reco:r.dirits 12 
Side 2 The Camel and 
the J?:ig 
Side 2 Gestures and 
Pictures 
Sid.e l Happy, Gay, 
Merry 
Side 2 Eggs and 
'.l1hings 
Side 1 The Fiddling, 
Fiddley J3':i.ddler 
Side 2 Say and Sing 
55 
Contrasting the 
fable with factual 
material~ developing 
the ability to recall 
factr;; thinking 
critically; following 
directions., 
Dff'IH~lop:Lng a.h 
understanding of the 
part gestures and 
pictures play in 
communication; thinking 
critically; extending 
vocabulary; following 
di:rectj_ons. 
Developing the concept 
of synonyms; thi.nking 
critically~ following 
direct1ons~ 
Making comparisons; 
developing an 
understanding of 
sequence; recalling 
information; extending 
vocabulary; following 
directions .. 
Dev~loping auditory 
awareness and 
recognition of the 
initial sounds of 
words; developing 
auditory discrimination; 
following directions. 
Reyiewing the functions 
and concepts of 
language as presented 
in preceding lessons; 
extending vocabulary; 
illustrating some of 
the functions of 
language; following 
dlr(:Jctions. 
Hecording 1: Side l Tie 1 Flyp Chy 
_Recording 2: 
Side 2 Wanderings 
Side 2 Where is 
Linda Lu 7 
56 
Providing instruction 
and pract.ice in 
audJtory discrimination; 
sharing a language-
related rhythmical 
experience through 
group participation; 
suggesting a creative 
language activity 
involving rhyme and 
music; prov:Ld1ng 
an opportunity for 
the teacher to 
observe the response 
of ind5Yidual 
child~en; following 
directions., 
Developing the concept 
that people learn 
through the use of 
their senses; providing 
a background. for the 
development of skill 
i.n observation; 
providing an opportunity 
for creative thinking 
and, listening, 
rein.forcing the 
understanding that 
action causes sound; 
following directions. 
Continuing the 
development of the 
understanding of the 
link between lanfiuage 
and perception; 
developing an awareness 
of the importance of 
detail; providing · 
practice in listening 
for details; following 
directions. 
Recording 3: Side 1 Goomak 
Sid~ 2 Tour in a 
Time I•lachine 
Recording 4: Side 1 Magic Make-
Believe 
56 
Showing that.words 
a:re sound symbols 
representing ideas; 
teaching the idea 
that encoding. and 
decoding dependt 
in part, on 
associations between 
$equenccs of sounds 
and sets of features 
of things; developing 
a rudimentary 
awax·enes.s of viewpoint; 
giving practice in 
perceiving relationships 
and reaching conclqsions; 
following directions. 
IJeveloping and 
reinforcing the 
concept of language 
that were introduced in 
· previous lessons; 
providing an opportunity 
for creative th111lcing; 
developing vocabulary 
through the use of 
words in context; 
following directions~ 
Providing related 
activities in language, 
creattve rbythms 
and movements, and 
art; promoting CJ'.'eati ve 
thinking and list~~ing; 
giving recognition to the 
value of fantasy, arid 
helping to recognize the 
difference between the 
real and the imagined; 
provid.i.:ng practice in 
recalling a series of 
dJ.rectJ.oris; following 
directions,. 
Rec,n·diIJg 4: Side 2 ~:ha.nk You 
Recording 5~ Side 1 The Way You 
Say It 
Side 2 Lightning 
Bugs 
57 
Develop:i.ng an 
understHnding of 
the value and use 
of language for 
communi.cating an 
emotion in a social 
si tuat.ion; 
developing an 
awareness of the 
. emotional atti.tlldcs 
and responses of 
others; developing 
vocabulary by the 
use of' words in 
co:ntex.t; providing 
practice in 
following directions. 
Developing an 
appreciation for 
the flexibility of 
language; developing 
an awareness of word 
order as a part of' 
language; developing 
vocabulary th:rough the 
use of words in -
context; following 
directJons .. 
Developing an · 
appreciation for the 
use of language in 
~xpressJ11g humor; 
providing_ trrn.truction 
and practi.ct~ in 
simple recall; 
reinforcing skills 
taught in previous 
lessons; developing 
vocabulary through 
the use of words in 
context .. 
Recording 6: Side l Words Like 
Music 
Side 2 Cats. Tricks, 
and 
Superstitions 
Recording 7: Side 1 Curly 
Developing an., 
awareness of 
intonati.on and 
rhythm in speech 
intonati.on and 
58 
rhythm i:n deriving 
meaning from spoken · 
language; developing 
vocabulary through 
use of words in 
context; providing 
a creative 
experience·· in· 
listening for mood 
and emotion; 
following directions. 
Developing an 
awareness of the 
need to listen to 
be able to recall 
information; providing 
practice in simple 
recall; developing 
vocabulary through 
the use of words in 
context; providing 
an understanding of 
the difference 
between fact and 
superstition as a 
ba~is for the later 
development of 
critical listening 
abilities involving 
the~ ev-aluatio:n of 
information; following 
directions. -
Developing an 
awarenesH of' the 
value of understanding 
sequence; encouraging 
listening for sequence 
when hearing stories 
or events, using 
visualization as an 
aid for understanding 
and recalling sequences 
Recording 7: Side 1 Curly 
Side 2 A Fairy 
Tale 
Recording 8~ Sid~ 1 About Birds 
Side 2 · Pandora 
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of events; aiding in 
the recognition of the 
main idea of a story; 
providing an opportunity 
for independent 
exploration of a 
cause-and-effect 
relationship; following 
direct.ions~ 
Developing an 
appreciation for 
fairy tales; providing 
an opportunity to 
practice skills 
taught in previous 
lessons; providing; 
an opportun.i ty to 
listen to a tale for 
pleasure; teaching 
a riddle; following 
direct:\.ons., 
Developing an 
awareness of inference 
as a part of 
comprehern.:don; 
developing an awareness 
of the importance of 
details; teaching 
that conclusions based 
upon inferences may 
not be valid; providing. 
practice in reaching 
concluaions based upon 
inferences; providing 
practice in simple 
recall; following 
directions. 
l:.>i:'esentlng a myth; 
providi.ng practice in 
identifying statements 
of cause; developing 
vocabulary; :following 
directions .. 
:H.ecord:i.ng 9: ~Ude l Pa.irr1 
Side 2 Guess Agai.n 
Recordings 10: Side l What Might 
Ha.ripen 
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Developing the ability 
to integrate 
knowledge and 
experience with new 
lnformation; 
promoting thinking 
of a cause-and-effect 
1·elationship; 
developing the ability 
to recognize 
·relationships between 
items of information; 
developing vocabulary; 
following directions0 
Developing an 
understanding of the 
use of context to 
improve both listening 
and reading skills; 
providing practice in 
the use of context; 
providing practice in 
listening attentively; 
providing practice in 
visualizing a sequence; 
providing an experience 
that.illustrates that 
conclusions or 
opinions are not 
always correct; 
follow5.ng directions. 
Developing the ability 
to predict results; 
illustrating the value 
of' the ability to 
-predict results; 
leading to the 
recognition of the 
importance of man's 
ability to inquire; 
providing practice in 
recall; contrasting 
a fable and a factual 
passage; followi.ng 
direct Jons .. 
Recording 10: Side 2 A Babe in Her 
Pocket 
Recordi~g 11: Side 1 What To Do 
Side 2 Goats Are 
Like 
Elephants 
Recording 12: Side 1 The Eagle 
Has Landed 
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Developing an 
interest J.n inquiry; 
developing the 
ability to make 
comparisons; leading 
to an understanding 
of comparison for 
pUI'JJOS!.:-JS of 
classification; 
deve·10 ping vo ccfoula.ry; 
following directions~ 
Improving the ability 
to follow directions; 
}Jroviding practi.ce in· 
following a series 
of directions in 
sequence; developing 
vocabulary; 
providing opportunity 
for critical thinking. 
Providing practice in 
noticing likenesses 
and differences; 
developing concepts 
involved in mal'>-ing 
classifications for 
grouping; provjdihg 
practice in cla.ssify-
ing, leading to the 
development of 
critical thinking and 
listening abilities; 
developing vocabulary; 
following directions. 
Introducing note-
making as means of' 
remembering information; 
pi'oviding practice in 
making notes; developing 
vocabulary; following 
directions; providing 
opportunity for 
creative participation 
in language activities~ 
Hecording 12: Side 2 Hear This 
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Demonstrating the 
valuo of listening; 
rev:Lewing listening 
ski.11s taught in 
previous leaaons; 
reinforcing acq1l.isi tion 
of some of the words, 
phra.sest and concepts 
introduced in p~evious 
lessons; providing 
information for the 
teacher about the 
general listening 
ability of the 
6hildren; following 
dlrect.ions .. 
Recording 4: Side 2 
THOM.AS TUTTLE 
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In this lesson the children participate in a series 
of· acti v.5_ tiea involving the interpretation of intonatione 
The children will :respond by mak.ing motions with their 
hands, by imitating a cat's purr, and by resonding 
o:cally to questions • 
. Pur~L.£.t_!b_e_Jie s s Q.!l 
1,, ~~o develop the ability_ to .interpret j_ntonation 
and infer~nces made through the use of intonation~ 
2~ To prov1de additional experience with rhyme and 
rhythm in languagee . 
3. To-pro-vide an opportunity for cl'.leative participation 
in a-language experience. 
46 To ftl."l'.'ther the developrne:nt of auditory 
discrimination abilities through repetition of 
ini t:i.al consonant sound in words: .f hi' furti.~ 
f'UZfLl'.: r f\1r; J2 in J!.~! t .El-.1.1:Y t J2E!:E; _! in 
Thomas Tuttle. 
5. · To provide practice in following directions" 
Materials Needed 
The children will need. no materials for this lessm:.i. 
Pr O Ced m~s§. 
1. Discuss the tape and how we listen to 
follow the directioris~ 
2,. Have children listeIJ to tbe tape and respond 
by making the motions and answering questionse 
3.. Ask c·hildren for their :ceact:i.un:::i to. particular 
acti.vities used in tape. 
R d . i::; •• \.ecor :1.ng· ,, Side 2 
WHO AM I? · 
12.£E.£r 5.~2f...~~l!.9£ .. J1~!er i§l,1 
The lesson begins w1th a rhyme, 11 VJho Am I?" and 
is·fallqwed by a series of directions for the children. 
The rhymes and other passages used in the lesson po1nt 
out that ho two people are alike. 
PurposeB of the Lesson 
-~~·--
1. To give practice in following directions. 
2. To help in thinking 6f one 1 s scilf as an 
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indi vi du.al in ordP.r to be able to exprc.c;s .one, 1 s 
self creatively .. 
.. , ' 
3., To introduce the words different an<,i (ixactly 
and develop the concepts of difference and 
exactness., 
4e To reinforce the childis understanding of 
vocabulary words: 1, ~' min£_~ X.QE., ;t:OU;f.f! .. 
MatELE.:tals _Needed 
At the end of this lesson, the children will 
paper and crayons or paints for making pictures. 
child is to choose the subject and colors for his 
picture§ 
need 
Each 
le Introduce the tape'with discussion of Who we 
are· and thingQ different about each of u~0 
2. Have children listen to the tape and respond 
when n.eeded.~ 
3~ Have ch:Lldr<:=:n draw a spec:l..al picture of 
themselves .. 
Recording 8: Side 2 
'KING GROUPER 
Desc:r-j_pti.on of_ Le~terial 
In this lesson the narrator tells the story, 
. 
11 IU.ng Groupert" a story of a king who groups everything 
in his castle in one particular way. Because he knows 
only one way to group, his castle is not comfortable 
and he cannot find a pri11cess who is willing to T!larry 
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him. From his grandmother, the king learns a new way to 
group so that he can prov1d.e a comfortable home for a 
wifeo At the end of the lesson the children respon~ by 
relating th~ concept of grouping to their own experiences • 
. 'J:hey must thi.:nk about two things: What things do you 
group that are aljJrn? What other thi.ngs do you group 
that you need but which are not alikE? 
_._,....,.. ' . _ _,,.,,., __ 
· Puz:12.0 s e.s _<:l_ t 1:1'"~ ... J,e .§§~911 
1. To. estab1i.sh the i.dea of classificati.on and 
grouping based upon common fea.tures. 
2. To establish the idea of classification and 
grouping based upon.utilization& 
3. To introduce the idea of grouping based upon 
common needs .. 
4. To provide motivation and opportunities for 
developing critical listening and thinking 
abili ti.es. 
· 5. ~I1o develop and understanding of the word 
.!Q'0:1Jl•. 
6. To repeat and extend vocabulary. 
7~ To provide practice in following directions$ 
Materials N~eded 
------..... -~-·='"-~--.::,,.,,.,.._,. 
The children will need no materials for this lesson 
18 Discuss with class the word groupp have 
children name different known groups .. 
2 .. Ltsten to the tape and respond when asked6 
3.. Play game 11 grouper 11 using ·famillaT pictures 
with the class. Individual children will 
respond and place pictures in boxes labeled 
such as animals, toysf, and clothes., 
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Recording 5: Side 1 
THE VJAY YOU SAY lT 
~:1,Cri}?_tion o_f L£11§.2A. M~t~rial 
'.Phe lesson prov.ides practice in listeni.ng for ~ord 
order, exercises in developing sensible word order, 
practice in listening for sound patterns in speech, and 
activitj.ee involving the use of sound patterns. The 
chi.ldren will respond orally to· some of' the a.cti~.rities .. 
As a final activityf the children are to.make a picture 
that tells·a story. 
Pu:t,:QfHies_ of the ,.Lesson 
1. To develop an appreciation for the flexibility 
of language4 
2o To develop an awareness of word order as part 
of languageo 
3. To develop ~n awareness of sound patterns 
(volume, tonet stressr pause) as a part of 
language~ 
4~ To reinforce and extend language concepts 
introduced in preYious lessons. 
5. ~o reinforce acquisition of words and concepts 
introduced in previous lesson: c~_v...£__~11gr~g 
la,, cru, •') p·,-::, 
-l.-,;.:;~::.o..~. 
6. To dev~lop vocabulary through the use of words 
j.n ccmtext: arr.ange, .§5:nj.;e1}£f_» _§ensJ.!~.1~· 
7" To provide practi.ce in following directio:rrn .. 
The child~en will need paper and pencilst crayons~ 
or paints for making a picture& 
ProcE:dures 
----,-
1 ~ ])i13cuss the way people say trd.ng::i, expressions 
used and what we can understand from theme 
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I ; 
Procedures 
2~ Listen to tape and have the children respond 
to particular act5.vities~ 
3,, Hav·e the children make a picture to tell a 
story. 
4e Hav3 children share thei.r pictures with the 
classe 
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Recording 9: Side 2 
GUESS AGAIN 
Throughout this lesson the children are to use 
context c-lues c-w they .can make cor1·0ct inferenceG and_ 
deductions* They must respond aloud. The lesson 
concludes by asking the children to make a picture of 
what happened to a. little boy~ Milton., precariouoly 
perched on various objects, after he reached up high 
for a book& 
. 1., To· c~evelop an understanding of the use of 
context to improve both listening and 
reading sk:'Llls. 
2. To provide practice 1n the use of context. 
3G To provide practice in listening attentively~ 
4£ To provide practice in visualizing a sequence 
of actions~ 
5 .. To develop the ability to consider a situation 
in terms of results. 
6 .. To provide an experience that illustrates 
that conclusions or opinions are not always 
correct.. 
7. To prdvide an opportunity for creative 
participatj_cn in a language-related activity. 
8. To provide practice in following directions • 
. ' 
Mate:r,l53J A)ieeded 
The children will need paper and a pencil or 
crayons for making a picture. 
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Procedure:J ___ ._.._._,.,~_. .. _"""""' 
1~ Introduce tlie tape with the objective of 
having the children be detectives and use 
the clues on the tape to find the answerc 
2. Have the children listen to the tape and 
respond aloud to given clues, have the children 
listan to the story on the tapeo 
3,, Have the child:i::en draw a picture to illur.1trate 
the outcome of the story~ 
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Appendix B 
Listening Activities 
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Lesson 1 
General id m 
Students will be able to recall specific facts from 
a short story,, 
After llstening to a short story, students will be 
able to show the color of a particular object by using· 
a color-wheel. 
Materials 
Colorwheels made of oaktag for each childc 
Procedures 
1~ · Discuss the directions with the children 
for using a colorwheel. Have the children 
listen for the color of a particular object 
in the story .. 
2 .. Have the children listen to the nhort story., 
3~ When the story is over, have the children 
show the color of the object on their 
colorwheelo 
Lesson 2 
General Aim ____ ,,.-.,.. 
Students will be able to recall specific facts 
· from a short story • 
.§.Eecific Q]?_jecti.ve 
After listening to a short story, students will 
state partjcular facts of the story that they heard • 
. Proceduref:3 
1: Discuss the direct1ons with the students 1 
have the children listen for particular facts 
i.n the story., 
2. Have the children listen to the story~ 
3. When the story is over, have the students 
respond orally by stating particular facts 
listened for in the story. 
'7 'l 
I .) 
Lem:ion 3 
G~y.J.:§LJl!!L 
students will listen for specific information. 
After listening to the description of a scene~ 
studentB will draw pictures to illu13trato what they 
heard~ 
Materif1ls 
• ~ ..... 30,, ............................... _, 
Paper and crayons for eaeh child. 
Procedure 
·-~---
1. DiscuRs the directions with the students. 
2. Have the children listen to the description 
of the SCf;De .. 
3~ Havo the children draw a picture of the, scene, 
showtng a~, many details as they can remember,, 
4$ Diecuss the students' pictures~ 
7 4-
Lesson 4 
General Aim 
,_,,,,._~--, ..... _,,,_,....,,,..u..,.."\.."1-·-·"'' 
~tudonts will listen to follow oral directions. 
Using a she~t of paper divided into four parts 1 
students will mark on the paper particular objects 
stated by the teacher. 
Materials 
One sheet of paper divided into four parts and 
a pencil. 
Procedure ____ .,., ___ 
1. D . .lSCU:313 the directions with the students. 
2~ Have atudents listen to the sentences and then 
mark their paper.., Read each sentence one at a 
time. After each sentence stop and have the 
cbJ.ldron show their answers., 
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Lesson 5 
General Aim 
Students will listen to follow oral directions. 
~c.ific_ Obj!3ctive 
G.i ven a sheet of paper divided into sj_x parts with 
pictures in each part~ the student will listen to 
sentences read by the teacher and mark pa:cticular 
pictures as directed by the teacher~· 
One sheet of paper with six parts and pictures in 
eacih parte and a pencil& 
Procedures _____ .. ___ _ 
1. Discuss the directions with the studentsc 
2. Have children listen to oral sentences and 
mark their :papers as directed~ Read each 
sentence one at a timec 
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Lesson 6 . 
General Aim 
Students wi.11 be abe to identify the main idea .. 
After listening to a short story, students will 
otate aloud a title for it~ 
1:Z:lt9~ 
1. Discuss the directions with the students. 
2. Have children 1isten to the short i,tory. 
3o Have children discuss choices for appropriate 
titles., 
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Lef,son 7 
Students· wi.11 li.ete:n and identify the main ideae 
After listening to a story, students will choose 
and underline the correct main idea from three given 
sentences. 
Mater.ialB __ """""'_.._,,,........,...,.,, .. 
Worksheet on 11 Getting the Main I<lea. 11 for each 
student. 
:Pro cc d t1 re B 
---= ... ,,,,,,_:,.,,...,._~,..,.~ 
1. Discuss what is meant by main idea. 
2,., Discuss direction for l.istening and marking 
the worksheet. 
3. Have students listen to the story. 
7B 
4. Have students read aloud the given sentences and 
then underline the correct sentence~ 
5. Discuss wh.i.ch r;;entcnce iG the~ maln idea~ 
Lesson 8 
General Aim 
_,___,. __ ...._.,,.~ u-... 
Students will listen to follow the sequence of 
a story. 
§J2~QLf i_~l e £.i!Y.t 
Students will be able to arrange picture cards into 
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a logical time order following the liotening of a story. 
Materials 
. Time-ordered sequence picture cards. 
1. Discuss the direction with the students$ 
2e Have the students listen to the story~ 
.. 
3. Give each child a set of picture cards 
involving a time ordere 
4. Students are then asked to arrange their 
cards into the proper sequence. 
5. Discuss the proper sequence after all are 
finished. 
Genera} Aim 
---"·---~--· 
Students will be able to state inferred cause 
and effect relations@ 
E~f,Lc Ob;j_ecti ve 
After listening to a short articlei students will 
state conoluaions in answer to a given question .. 
Procedu:ee rJ 
-~·------
1~ Discuss directions with students~ 
Have students listen for particular clues to 
answer question giveri prior to listening. 
2~ Have students listen to article. 
3~. Have children discuss their responses & 
80 
I 
2 
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Lesson 10 
General Aim 
Students will be able to choose inferred conclusions 
from short stories. 
Students will draw a line under the word that best 
completes the oral sentence read by the teacher after 
listening to a sho:et story, 
Matertals 
-_,.-~,,,,,,_,._.., 
Worksheet for each child listing word choices and 
Procedures 
1. Discuss directions wjth studentsp passout worksheets$ 
2c Have children listen to short ~tory~ 
3. Teacher reads concludjng sentence and word 
choices to class~ 
. 4., Students underline the word that completes the 
sentence. 
I 
' 
Lesson 11 
General Aim 
---""------
Students will be able to infer conclusion from 
a short story. 
Students will draw a concluding picture after 
listening to a particular story~ 
Materials 
Paper a.ml crayons. 
Procedure 
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1. Discuss directions with students, pass out papers. 
2. Have children listen to story~ 
3. After listening, have children draw pictures 
illustrating conclusion~ 
Lesson 12 
General A:!.m 
-·~.,,,.~-
Students will state a general summary of a short 
story., 
.§JJ.£.£.ills.:-9J2..j.§_g t i_y=~ 
After listening to a short story, the students 
will state ln their own words what happened in the story 
and draw a picture illustrating their summary .. 
Materials 
--
Pa.per and crayons fo~e eae:h student~ 
Procedure 
1. Discuss the directions with the children. 
2& Have children listen to the story. 
3. Have children state specific action that 
took place in the story and give general 
summaries. 
4,, Have ch::i.ldren illustrate the story. 
5 .. Have children share their illustrations~ 
i 
f 
' 
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Lesson 13 
Gemn'al A:i.m 
Students will listen for enjoyment. 
Suecific Obiectlve 
-u,:,.-.-... .. ,,~,··-·"""' .. ~'"'•"7'""' """"".,.,, •• Jr,,_..., .. - n'i ... ,.. ..... 
students will draw designs to music using colored 
chalk~ 
Paper and colored chalk, record player and a musical 
recording. 
i. niscuss specific direction for this activity. 
Activity should be done in a relaxed manner. 
2. Have children use colored chalk to draw as they 
listen to the music. 
3e Have children share drawing, discuss where 
app:eopr.iate. 
Lesson 14 
General Aim 
Students will listen for enjoyment~ 
pp~£.!f1.2.._pbj_.E}_Ct:l VE:_ 
Students will paint their responses to poems thej 
have heard~ -
Materials 
Pa.per and waterpai:nts for each student .. 
Procedure 
1~ Discuss specific direction for this activity. 
2e Have children listen to a short collection of 
poems .. 
3~ Have children paint their responses to the 
poems. 
4. Share the paintj.ngs during 6lass discussion~ 
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Lesson 15 
Students will distinguish factual information 
from fantasy,, 
Students will be able to state "real" story facts 
from rimake-believe" facts, after listening to a fairy 
tale., 
Materials 
No materiala are needed for the children~ 
Procedure 
-----
DO 
1~ J)iscuss what is meant by 11 rea1 11 and 11 make-believe.n 
2. Discuss directions for this listening lesson~ 
3. Have children listen to the fairy tale. 
4 .. Have chJld:cen diBcuss 11 real 11 story facts 
from 11 make- bel:Leve 11 story facts. 
Leoso:n 16 
General Aim 
--w,,:,.,.,.,.,,,,,. ___ ,..,,_ .. 
Students will listen for irrelevancies. 
Students vd.11 state the sentence that does not 
belong in the story. 
Ma.terJals 
-- """'"' ... ~ ... ----·<... ... .,,. 
No materia.ls are needed for thiG lesson .. 
rrocedure 
1$ Discuss the directions with the students. 
2. Have the students listen to the storye 
3. Have the students state the sentence that 
doeo not belmJg ln the story. 
87 
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Lesson 17 
Students will listen for irrelevancies~ 
After listening to a short storyp students will 
state the sentence that does not make sense in the story~ 
No materials are needed for this lesson. 
Procedure 
-~--
1. Discuss the directions with the students. 
2. Have the children listen to the storyo 
3~ Have the students state the sentence that 
does not make sense in the story and discuss 
why it does noto 
Lesson 18 
General Aim 
----·----""""-~-· 
The students will be able to distinguish 
the speaker's attitude~ 
.§25-~c.1.fic Obj_ective 
The students will state how the speaker feels 
after listening to the speaker's conversation. 
Mate:cials 
----~-"--
No materials are needed for this lesson~ 
1. Discuss different emotions with the students Q 
2~ Discuss the directions for this lessons 
3. Have the students state after listening how 
the speaker feels. 
89 
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Lesson 19 
General Aim 
The Qtude:nte will develop an awareness.of the 
speaker's attitude~ 
The students.w111. draw a face .showing how the 
speaker feel.s after listening to the speaker 1 B conversation. 
Materials 
---
Paper and pencil for each·studeht6. 
Procedures 
- ...... -._. ..... _._
1~ Discuss different ~motions with the students~ 
2., D:l.scum:i the directions for this lesson,, 
3. Have the student:=; listen to.the passage. 
4$ Have the students draw a face showing how 
the speaker feels~ 
5.. Discuss and share students' comimrnts and drawingR~ 
Lesson 20 
General Aim 
The students w111 develop an awareness of the 
speaker's attitude. 
The students will state how the speaker feels 
after listening to different sentences. 
Mn.teri.als ___ ,.. ____ ....,...,. 
No materials are needed for this lessono 
Procedure 
1. Discuss different emotions with the students. 
2o Discuss the directions for this lesson& 
3 .. Have the students listen to sentences read 
aloud by the teacher ind.icating various 
emotions through changes in voice inflection. 
4. Have the students state the different emotions 
heard. 
5~ Discuss the different vocal changes which 
convey different feel:tngs .. 
91 
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